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ABSTRACT
Although English teachers have been' blamed for/the

decreasing verbal ability of the nation's children, recent declines
may be more accurately attributed to the general instructioqal-
climate of the day. The post- Sputnik era viewed 4-du/cation as a
function of active intervention, where the teacher aesumed a dominant

.role in shaping the students' experiences. More recent trends view ,
teaching as ncninterventicn, where the teacher provides a neutral
environment in which the students' latent abilities can.floUrish.
English instructors ,must realize that both positionS significantly
affect student response. Teachers must accept the responsibility for
developing .cognitive and affeCtive skills through Curriculum planning
-and direct instruction. While interaction in group.experiences
remains a worthy teaching technique, the creation of opportunities
-for individual study 'is equally 'important. (KS)
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Teaching as Intervention:
Saving the English Curriculum in a Time of Reckoning

F. Andre Favat
College of Education, Northeastern University.

Boston, Massachusetts 02115

At a time when the College` Entrance Examination Board, the American College

Testing PrOgram, and the National Assessment of Educational Progress all repOrt

that the verbal ability of the nation's children seeks to be decreasing, it

shoxfld come as no surprise to those of us wh9 teach English that we are,the ones

//beinisifigled out to feel the hot.hreath of reckoning.

Same'of this" l ight, of course, is a result of the usual misconceptions that

, arise from our being traditionallir,'though wrongly, charged with the sole respon-

sibility for producing a literate citizenry,and some of it is a result ofthe

public's persistent lack of awareness that verbal ability is a functipn of ncit

only school factors, such as curriculum content and language skills instruction,
,

but of the non-:school factors as well such as the amount and kind of verbalizing

that occurs in the family and among peers, or the proportion of visual to lerbal

Stimuli in the environment.

But most of ou plight seems to be a'result of the growing suspicion Among

our critics, and even among ourselves, that the decrease in verbal ability has

Came about because of the displacement of the subject-centered curriculum of.the

post-Sputnik days by the student-centered curriculum of the post-Dartmouth days.

Where once there was emphasis on preparing studerits to function like literary

A
critics, on formal instruction about,theories of grammar, and on writing essays

4 \
on literary topics, theie i$ own attending to affective response to literary

(-

A
works, the manipulations of praCticat etoric, and the writing in many modes for

many purposes. But wile we may be taking pride in these accomplishments,- there

c1f



is tle increasing belief that the English curriculum today neglects ,the teaching

and Learning of essential language skills and that it Ultimately has negative

effects on the AVelopment of verbal ability.

There is the great pos'sibility, therefore, that as a means of, halting the

1

decreases in verbal ability and of regaining lost ground, English teachers will

be f2rced back or will turn back on their own to the sort of curriculum/ that

preTailed 10 to 15 years ago. Were this to happen, however, it unlikely that
,

the intended result would obtain, for-as the arguments below will show, the por-

tiom of the decline in verbal ability,-Lat can be abscribed to school.- related

,

factors is probably not a product of {our English curricula themselves, but.rat er

is A product of tie instructional strategies used to implement these curricula.

It is not that today's English curriculum is inimica to.yhe teaching and

learning of language skills, but rather that in English, and/in other curriculum

areas as well, the instructional s,trategies we have been using are inimical to the

teachifig and learning of anything. If there are school related factors causing

soot of the decreased verbal ability, which we must be willing to admit, they

probably reside here, and our problems can be seen as, having less to do with us as

1
English teachers than they do with us as teachers.

Interventionist vs. Non-Interventionist Teaching

'If there is anything that has ;characterized American education, it has been

its tendency to turn toward opposites. Whether it was 'Benjamin Franklin foun4ing

his academy with its practical orientation to counter the classical training of the

tia schools, or whether it was the child-centered cuuriculum to counter the

sub;ict-ceutered curriculum, it has generally been the cast that our educational

philosophies or modes of operating have been formulated a$ reactions to whatever
r.pe

philosop or mode of operating,was currently holding sway.
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A moment's reflection will show, moreover, tha/the most significant of

these polarities can be described as those, such as the post-Sputnik English

curriculum which view education as putting in, where the student is a vessel

and the teacher fitls him with worthy things, and those, such at the, pest-
.

DartkIlouth curriculumy which view education as drawing out, where the student is

a seed and the teacher provides the environmenE for germination. It is also the

case that the putting in theories have been associated with the notion dt teach- -

fi
ing as intervention - that teaching where the teacher plays a dominant role

in shaping the students' educatiOna experience - while the drawing out theories

have been associated with the notion of teaching as non- intervention - that isio

teaching where the teacher plays a much less dominant role in shaping the

students' educational experience.

Unfortunately, it is an error to hold that one of these theories is inter-
,

ventionist and the other non-interventionist, for the fact is that whether we

see education as putting in or drawing out, we nevertheless, and in bot cases,,
,,

construct the apparatus oeducation so that as our- students engage with aEt, they
o

7

will become discriminably different at the en 4 from the way they were at the

\,.beginning. If the purpose of both these theori es, therefore, is to foster su

change in our students - to make them different when they leave from the way they

were when they came - then both are interventionist.

The nature of our.goals does not alter this fact. We may want our students

to be able, after a sequence of instruction, to write h ninety percent accuracy

four examples of the third person present subjunctive singular, or we may want

them to become sentient human beings, respectful of all living things, and loving

of one another, or we may want them to be both of these, or neither. The point

is that no matter how liberal or conservative; idealistic or realistic, supportive

or rejective, autocratic Or democrati machanistic or humanistic, if we expect,

. .2
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or even hope, that our stadents will be different as t of having been in

'our classrooms, then we mu's't' accept the fact that we are interventionists.

Cognitive vs. Affective Environments

It is this fact of our essential interventionist nature that has been for-

gotten as we have moved from the pos-Sputnik curriculum to the post-Dartmouth

curriculum., In our attempts to humanize the curriculum, for instance, there

has been considerably less attention given to the cognitive activities in the

classroom than to the affective ones. Our attention has been greatly focused

on creating classroom environments where students are comfortable and not threat-

ened and where they feel free to speak out or write out with the fair assurance

that they will f gu SI c ions positively received.

This has been a most portant, accomplishment, but unfortunately it has.
ti

brought with it myriad d In previods times, when our. students'

speaking or writing was faulty in.its logic, thin in its evidentiation, super-

ficial in its anelysis,or low level in its synthesis, these matters were brought

unequivocally to their attention, and not having the refuge that our more accept-

ing era provides for those who can but do not function by the cognitive modes that

characterize Western thought, they knew that they had to alter their performances

and deal with the phenomena before them in acceptable ways.

Today, under the influence of non-intervention, we have come to accept, almost

gratefulp, any student production. Presented with these sentences, "As I viewed

each group of students, I noticed most seemed to be evenly matched based on my

familiarity with the students. There was one group though that was not benifitting

its members. This one group was formed of two disadvantaged students which was

obvious to all members of the class, " we extend ourselves to the utmost to extract

meaning from them, minimizing the fact that each of these sentences contains a

---
certain disjunction between the reality of tha 'situation and the words and phrases

chosen to represent it, and that as a result the meaning of the piece hangs by its

C.)
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very fingertips. Too often we have failed to press hard for the hard thinking

and rethinking that the revision of such a piece would require and have Permit-

ted students to continue in a manner that contributes to an erroneous notion of

the worth of their work and of their own powers of cognition.

But teachers with any experience know that students do not want this sort

of dis esty in our responses. Students do want to know what is right and wrong

or good.apd b and those teachers who haye in these last few years continued to

work rigorously wi their students' thinking, under the notion that opposition is

true friendship,,have h d time and again - as they bi.ought their students to

some fundamental understandi which should have been an integral part of their

, J

intellectual functioning for year but which was entirely foreign to them -

"Why didn't someone tell me this befo e?" Clearly the reason someone did not

tell was because everyone forgot that t

worse, did not need to know.

There ,is no denying that we have a nurtu

is also no denying that we have an instructiona function that should take prece-

dence. There are no gains, affective or otherwis , when our nurturing stance denies

students the greatest potential source of a sense their worth and dignity/,

namely their abi-lity to control their language. There are no gai when our affec-

tive environments, for all their good intentions, create the nation where

-student was young and did not know, or

ing function as teachers, but there

intellectual development lacks emphasis and where mute or mumbling out students

stumble into the future. Student language productions need our best/Critical

input, delivered not as though we were Gorgons, but with the attitude, " man

I will go wigh tfiee and be thy guide, in thy most need to go by thy side. But

.

that hand we place in theirs must not be flaccidbut firm.

;

Teacher vs. Student Responsibility

Non-interventionism has Also led to our providing out students with increased
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responsibility for their own learning, but while his too has been an import

accomplishment, it is very much the case th when such responsibil is largely

theirs, students do not necessarily m e to the next level o complexity as soon

nt one. Instead th- will tend to stay atas they have wasp red their pre

their present /evel of conceptualization either cause they are."' comfortable with

nd 'over what they do well, Or sebecause they do not know that
Se

doing over

higher levels of conceptualization ex

Student- engaged in creati/
t the level of ide

level of const

their own comic books, for instance,,,can easily

ifying and depicting their characters, and never move

cting a plot to enmesh these charactersor of writing

dialogue to pass tween thegF. Students studying Beowulf would not necessarily

decided loathing for the monster there could be seen as somewhatknow how

curious 'even regrettable, unless they knew to try John Gdner's Grendel.. Some
,

mig emember their mothers reading to them Kenneth Grahame's The Reluctant

v/v/Drragon, where the monster tradit s overturned, but there is no assurance that

they would move to the broader perspectives of Tolkein's "On Fairy Stories,"

where there are speculations about the

dragons, but not finding them' in one's

It is here that e ourselves have
.

learning that/needs/to take place. We have often'not ensured, through the materials
. .

pleasures which arise from reading about

oftcbackyard.

failed to acceperespOnsibaily for the

' we gather, ,f i /structional sequences we arrange, the questions we ask, indeed

thtou tire demeanor, that our students' engagement with their subject is

lIke Sylvia Plath's camelia, opening flUsh upon flush, and that their levels of
NO..

conceptualization; "'like the rungs of a ladder; serve not as.a place to rest' upon,

but as the means to the nett higher ones.

Some people will say that people do not learn in so orderly a manner, and

that learning is in fact accompanied/ y false starts, backt'rackings, dead ends,
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tentative gropi :s, little side steps, and sometimes gre t intuitive leaps ahead.
, ... /

,
But .it the fu ton o5,educa on-to replicate the entire spectrum of the

'/
'.

/ineffioienciesof-le Ibut raihe o reduce its ine ficiencies br, Ordering.
..s1 'm

.!''

and Xlilizing the bio iCh" kno ledgei obtairied. .

t ''

. .

,..'

4.
e ' -5-'..t . ' s ; ,;;,.:4":"."Cv.

. e.
tSim--.

.
AveIrequ.enly,,ab ted -ITTAIRsibklity for the right

. ,.. g, c$
functioning of the ,in eractivezen;nronments that are an integral part of

.

today's English curriculum. `Weihave succumbed too often to no
.

nterventionist

- notions that student groups will manage to create for themselvesin one way or

another, a viable modi'of operating. *Thus have encoura&ed situations where

student grodps form themselves on the basis of ie ationships outside the classroom,
,--

.

or
,
on racial,etbnic, or physical attributes, where goad discud§ions seem to be a

fu. ion of student serendipity, and where students come

is always a social thing.

"I r
It is essential; however, that we intervene-in the establish g of groups so

believe that learning
,

that their formation is based on the principle that a group should b microcosm

of the larger context, with members of different orientations. Such an approach

ensures a realistic environment, one that is extraplative to the-real war It

is easy enough for. students to work with theiraa
/

n; the task is totTeArAeto work
.

with- tbfse who are not their own.
r"

Weneed to take,the responsibility for developing by direct instruction the
) , ,

cogniAve and affective skills necessary for good disdussions. Well i4 advance of

\\b,. s h group work, it is cneessary for us to put our students through preparatory
,

J

'
.

. .

exerc ses whiar,wifl make them aware of the Componentssof-s discussion andl,Whitht
..,

IC>

give the a heightened,awarenes's where they realize what they are doing while they
.

--1 .

we

.

. .

are doing It Immediately prior to the discussion e need CO explore with the

.groups the dime sions of the present discussion and what its perimeters will be.
,.

listing them for a 1 to see. During the discussion we will have to act constantly

.

/
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to keep befor

developed.

1'

discussantsthe's r s of awarenesses thathave been previously

f
We have to recognize' o at while we have resionsibility for setting group

.
.

experi ces intoimotion_and for cre ing the crucilile ofinteraction, we have

-..4.:.
t >

atten ant respodsi ijity for intervening and for moving our students out of the
I \ \

.ACI4Weinde00ieS 0 T group situation and-for creatirAfErtunities for individual
.

t

,..

/ ' ' \
s ' ? N. :I.;I° ' 4C , ' 41 I'0 .k.

endeavor, for prliva reflection and 'solitary labor. When some new ictass end r

tfor us more often to ensure th

prise is assigned,. pne
\\the

most' often h
. .

,
(- . ,

d student questifons is,-"Can. we work

and more often, 1!No," or better,

oundexperiences that 4ie

with.someone?"I It may be, cessary for us to res

t group work revolves

t individual workcon is 'of Operiences thatappropriate for group ende-vor,.

are, appropriate ende

pattern s u

vet., and that we m

a

And assimilating

\

nage 411 of this in a way.

'ffprences.
o

All of the above considerations ebnie together in the fo/olowing illustration.f * . ,

\ 4c
. . ,

.The Dartmouth orientation has encouraged informal waiting and writing put on topics
of G^

that are personal in nature. -Peer correcting has. been

mode of operliing, and attention to mechanics has been

established as a standard -

.

informed by tile notion that

,
the flow of thought should take/Precedence and that,having beeome.interested in and

..
_ Committed to what they are writing, students Ill want to produce. the best final

...,.

-.a-versions they,callA
r

'This approach has brought us far more engaging writing,than we have seen pre-
, ,

vious 1

, , )

, .4though. some of this may be due to the fact tnat a tenth grader...reminiscing

about his Adhood

phystcalespects of

personarwrIting

is bound to be more engaging than one discounsi on-the meta-,

BeandelAre or Poe, bUt there is alqo the situation 't

r
N

iriably.tUras. out to be almos

ng out one 'after 'a

one off`' two reakry us.041-bo

\

. .

EM r, that the Peer.cp,rre

-tf:,beirig ,snared, by
.

j
I

4

4

o 7

t entirely narra

ct`ing may result

partners in the

this

tlive,`with events.

.in perhaps only

course of' their
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f

whole interaction, and that

are no be er in

What appears

not a function of

punctuation,-and other mechanical matt

final versions than they were in the first.

to be the failure of this Dartmouth orientation, hOwever, is

the Dartmouth orienttion itself, but rather is function of

our implementatio of it, where under Lie influence of non-interventionism we

live functioned as though what we wa ti
Are

to occur will occur naturally or magically,

when indeed it wil occur only withe greatest amount of teacher intervention.

l`tusi'ents drawing upon events in their limes will forever use narrative motes
. -, -

,
unless we interveneand. be1,121 thto;to :,,,,

Jr

incanceptual
, ,,

. e
catggocies, to arrange these - events not merely chronologically or in orter,of

I

importance, but in term of Oeir relationship to other events, whether it be by

association, or by cause and effect, and so on. This sort of response from the

teacher will ensure that such writing, instead of being merely engaging, will

represent the students functibning at the veryiedges of their knowledge and ability.

Peer correcting will yield few results unless, for instance, we intervene be-

fore the fact with,the clear establishing of criteria, intervene during the act to

ensure that true didiogue is takirig place,.and intervene a4pr the fact to determine

4

wttOther this effort hi had any effect. Andno amount of casting students into

writings editing, and publishing roles will
.
improye their mechanifs unless they

s

, .

know where there is'linguistic leewai open toithem and where there is not, and so

we must intervene with dirett instruc tion, where the particular language Skillis

first discovered or examined, in context, then is isolated in a didactic exerci
. " ., t' ' ' .

# that te aches the principle or rule that underlies it, and then it is practiced until
.

.

mastery is adieve8. /a .

I

,

. ...

. /
The last poin't is important,'for repetition is the most basic of all learning

,
I: ,

. :

strategies, andif,tHe firgt.two steps a discpvery and isolation are achieved we

's, ' ...
. . .

can be assured that understanding'is present; but ilatery'of use of the skill will

,-/-
` ! '

v
t 4

.

r ...
' r

't.

1
,

r

"
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not came about without the'thir4 step of repetition. shoulAnot let our
-1,

adult mpatience with practice be Oojected onto ou'students who,,being young,
. .

have a onsiderable tolerance of and need for the repetition th at will enable,
. .

.
,

,

them to achieve mastery of whatever is before them.
/ ,

This does not mean, lof courie,..the reinstituting of,endless grammar ex-
\ , ._.> . -r

erc es wi h their identifying of,correct or incorrect forms;it means the
. '4, .

. .

instituting. of the actual manipulations of sentenOe combining and paragraph,
, ,

reconstruction, the tinkering with,sentences and t , crafting of them in work-

/ 1.,// .
- ...... lak.) .4

,

shop settings replete with compari o awith`21e/anotlees produettona,,notttie
It . / 4 ... 61, s',

study tical grammar; but the use actical h'grOric, to form our

student's lan petenc . A

r -*p.
..Cy

Though:the inievventInistatance dr er ased on the teacher's

a thortty, it need not be authoritarian. Authoritarianism should be rooted out).

fro

human

eever we fin it but authoritativeness can form the founds ions of

vention,where the i o'f those with greater age and experience i

not de but utilized. There is no t in being more experienced, Dewey once

'said if in ead of using our"greater insigh to,,,organize the conditions of

learning for the ess experienced, we throw aw y our sight and do. not respond

to what we should k ow to be their real needs. e 'have a s,known this, but we

are in,a time,when the orst of us, as-Yeats would say, ar fu of passionate
" .

nsity, and the best 1- k all cOnviction. We ne Iegain th onviction,

n# once a establish our 'nterventionist stance s thatwe will be ab

.

the curriculum
\

/ *

nave'so arly won aft< all th se years and at the sa e

time sure that our stude s will, avethis.cuiriculn with their vetbal abiiit es-
\ . ,,

if not en nced, theh at least n red.

1.

e.


